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1.CONTEXT AND OBJECTIVES
1.1.

BACKGROUND

We know less about the water than
anywhere else on earth, even though it
covers 71% of the surface of our world.
An estimated 50-80% of all species live
in the ocean. Diving is an expensive
activity just to survey the shallow
features and so a new set of small,
remotely operated underwater vehicles
has emerged, capable of being
manoeuvred in the 3D space which is
the water.
Uses range from filming wildlife to
inspecting oil rigs, having an
underwater eye has hundreds of uses
for many industries. However the
challenges faced in making such
FIGURE 1: Afor
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systems mean that most are prohibitively expensive
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uses. Furthermore a lot of the systems do not give the control flexibility and most
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are a huge size; systems which are not required
to carry large scientific
T_FISH.JPG
equipment could be man-portable.
The challenge in these vehicles is providing
a suitable, waterproof and transparent
enclosure from which a camera can observe
the marine environment. Such a design
would require control and propulsion from
some form of power source and a
information link to the surface, as well as a
transparent, colourless viewing are a in
which a camera could be placed.
The system would have to be easily
controlled, to allow free movement for
inspecting hard to reach areas and would
therefore have to be fairly small.
Such a system would ideally be affordable
for companies and individuals, so much so
that only rare usage would justify the price.
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FIGURE 1: LEGS OF AN OIL WELL
FROM UNDERWATER. SOURCE:
HTTP://WWW.SCUBASCOOP.CO.UK/

2.PLAN OF ACTION AND CLARIFICATION OF PROBLEM
2.1.

AIM

To create an underwater vehicle, remote controllable over a cable, with the
capacity for a camera to be installed to forward video to the surface.

2.2.
2.2.1.

CURRENTLY

AVAILABLE ALTERNATIVES

AC-CESS

A company called AC-CESS manufacture a small
remotely operated vehicle named the AC-ROV 100.
This vehicle is only 203mm x 152mm x 146mm and
3kg and carries a camera, two high power LEDs and
6 thrusters. The thrusters have a very interesting
design, they do not use an axel going through a seal,
they drive the fan from the outside: with either gear
or inductive drive, it isn’t clear. This gives the very
neat feature that they provide thrust without the
need for complex seals and fit in the body sealed
design that AC-CESS have chosen. They also provide
the much more marketable advantage that they
cannot be fouled by jetsam.
The vehicle is controlled over an umbilical, with the
control being done with a 3D-conections “Space
navigator” controller.

Figure 2: The AC-ROV
100. Source:
http://www.ac-cess.co
m/FileManager/AC-ROV
%20100%20Datasheet
%202011.pdf

This vehicle has the problem that the fans are too weak, so that the umbilical
pulls the vehicle around more than the
motors can.

2.2.2.

SUPER GNOM PRO

Gnom-ROV is the company behind the
Super Gnom Pro, their best underwater
vehicle. It weighs 10kg and has
dimensions 450х300х280 mm. It comes
with a pan and tilt camera, capable of a
100˚ deflection in pan and tilt, as well as
a compass and depth sensors. The
vehicle is maneuvered with up to 5
magnetically coupled thrusters, drawing a
total of 1200W between them. It can
operate at depths of up to 150m, allowing
surveying in waters a diver would not go.
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Figure 2: The Gnom Pro. Source:
http://www.gnom-rov.com/products/
super-gnom-pro/

2.2.3.

SAUC-E

Although not a product as per-se the SAUC-E (Student Autonomous Underwater
Challenge Europe) is a competition which invites students to create their own
underwater vehicle, capable of navigating a maze underwater. The vehicle also
has quite close restrictions on size: designed to fit through a bore hole through
ice to explore under the Arctic sheets. The vehicles are autonomous, meaning
they navigate the maze without the team’s interaction, a behaviour quite
challenging to fit into a 80mm tube (as one team managed).

2.3.
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SPECIFICATION

The system must be able to go down to around 5m depth underwater.
The system must be able to carry a camera with it and must have a big
enough field of view for a panning system to be useful, should it be
installed.
The system must be able to move agilely in any direction to allow good
control as to the direction of any equipment attached.
The system must carry its own batteries, to reduce cable thickness,
allowing thrusters to have a more direct effect on the orientation of the
device and to stop the cable pulling the device around or being
susceptible to currents in the water.
Any CNC cut sheet components must be producible from maximum of
610x310mm sheets due to the limitations of available laser cutter size.
The system must weigh less than 10kg and must be small enough to be
carried by a single person.
The system must utilise “off the shelf components” as much as possible,
while keeping costs down.
The system must be controllable through a simple interface, either on
computer or on a stand alone controller.
The system must have total component costs of less than £400.
The system must have enough space within a waterproof space for basic
control electronics.
The system must be controllable over a cable of up to 50m.

2.4.
2.4.1.

PROOF

OF CONCEPT

MOTOR SEALS

Sealing the thruster shafts is a problem that is key to the success of the project,
as without sources of thrust, the vehicle could not move. This is usually tackled
in one of 3 ways: Using a shaft seal with oil filled motors to keep a pressure
equality on both sides of the seal, using magnetically coupled shafts, and using
custom motor units where the rotor is external and passive.
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Magnetically coupled shafts need to be quite large before they can be effective,
as both sides need to be fixed very securely, and tolerances reduced to
hundredths of milimeters to keep efficiencies up. This solution requires a lot of
custom components mounting strong magnets. However the result is that one
could have a vehicle which would be very well secured for a very long time.
Custom motor units are an incredibly elegant solution and can be applied in very
compact spaces, however, obviously, they require a lot of custom engineering
and would therefore be hard to reproduce with the tools available. Such systems
would also require some very careful technical design, including the design of a
turbine.
Shaft seals are reasonable common and lacking a suitable model, one could
easily make ones own using simple tools and supplies. The downside is that, due
to their friction seal, they wear out reasonably quickly and do not provide a
guaranteed seal, however this is more than made up
for with their quick and cheap to replace nature.
Commercial solutions were investigated but proved to
have a price point well above budget due to their hard
to source nature. In designing a shaft seal system,
several alternatives were tested:
A gromit was used onto a plane 3mm shaft, this was
then compressed down with a top plate, to seal more
firmly. Emersion tests showed that this seal leaked
when rotated and when static.
Figure 2: A gromit shaft
Silicon sealant (used in plumbing) was moulded in a
seal test
conical shape on both sides of a hole, with the shaft
left in situe. This showed promise in the static tests, with no leaking occurring,
however when rotated the system leaked slightly. This solution was also difficult
to manufacture, due mostly to the slow setting time of the sealant when in
thicknesses of more than 5mm.
Finally a system of grease, a tube and a grommet was tested: the grommet held
a short length of tube in which the shaft just fitted (this setup allowed flexibility
in the seal). The back of the seal was then filled with grease, including the tube.
The shaft was then inserted (attached to the motor) and the cap screwed on.
This was then tested with the impeller and a battery in a bucket of water, and
showed no water inclusion. This was chosen as a provisional solution.
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3.DEVELOPMENT OF DESIGN PROPOSAL
3.1.

FIRST CONCEPTS

The overall structure of the vehicle is the key point from which the whole system
is designed so various ideas where explored:

3.1.1.

TUBULAR FRAMES

Figure 3: A hobby drone constructed using a tubular frame.
Source: http://www.instructables.com/id/Underwater-ROV/
Using plastic plumbing tube is fairly popular amongst amateurs, as such
structures are quick and cheap to make. They also allow for quick mounting of
other, irregularly sized and shaped components, something which is essential for
a hobby project. However, apart from looking a little unprofessional, the sealed
tubes offer a lot of buoyancy, which then has to be compensated by lead
weights, contributing to a heavier unit. It also offers little protection to the
components as there are no side panels conventionally, however this does also
give good access for maintenance and construction. This method also has the
major drawback that, due to the manual nature of cutting pipes, the repeatability
is poor. The angles employed in the example design would also be quite difficult
to maintain in manufacture. In manufacture the system would also have the
disadvantage that solvent welding pipes is fairly hazardous due to the solvents
involved.
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3.1.2.

UNIBODY

Using a case with embedded frame to mount the
electronics produces a very neat, professional result
but requires a lot of custom parts to be manufactured,
and typically leads to an expensive product. There
are also added complications in sealing the shell, if
the inside is to be waterproof, as all the fans and
motors need to be sealed, with a critical failure
scenario, rather than a sealed unit. The device shown
in figure 3-2 has very novel motor design, which
Figure
3: A
unibody
allows such a design to be completely sealed. Such a setup
also
gives
a very
design
Source:
compact and robust vehicle, but is completely inextensible without ruining the
http://www.ac-cess.com/F
profile, unless the vehicle is left mostly empty.
ileManager/AC-ROV
%20100%20Datasheet
%202011.pdf

3.1.3.

BODY WITH SEALED TUBES

FIGURE 3: THE OPEN-ROV PROTOTYPE. SOURCE: HTTP://OPENROV.COM/

An interesting fusion can be made by combining the concept of sealed pipes and
a body which would be allowed to flood. This keeps the amount of sealed space
to a minimum and allows commercial pipe fittings to be used for the dimension
critical regions while allowing precision methods in manufacturing and a design
which gives more protection to the interior than just pipes. Such a design was
employed by the OpenROV project, who’s design is shown in figure 3-3. Their
design has a few disadvantages, however, which need to be improved on: firstly
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the use of a sheet bender means that the product cannot be shipped flat and
more importantly not be manufactured in a fully deterministic way (one cannot
guaranty success). Also the design is quite small, which, while allowing good
portability, restricts its controllability and the size of payload it can carry. They
also use several cable ties and elastic bands, which are prone to failure but do
allow easy (if not fiddly) fixes in the field.
Due to the availability of a laser cutter and not many other precision tools and
the school environment this would have to be manufactured in, this solution
seems to be most suitable.

3.2.

EARLY MODELS

Having selected a basic structure, a basic design
was sketched and considered. Then a simple
digital model was made on the Sketchup
modelling software, to check the rough sizes and
act as a quick proof of concept. The dimensions
were based on a few constraints: The size of the
available tools (specifically the laser cutter, which
has a bed of 600 by 300 mm); the size of
commercial pipe sizes; the size of a potential
camera and the weight a single person could
carry in their hands.
FIGURE 3: THE SKETCHUP

The length of 560mm was chosen as this left a
MOCKUP
little room for ‘margins’ on the laser cutter. The
front camera pipe was to be 100mm OD, as some stock was held for that size
and was sufficiently large to hold a variety of imaging equipment. This pipe
constrained the height of the machine to slightly more than 100mm, so 120mm
was chosen as the basic dimension. Width was chosen on the length of available
pipe and the general form factor required: 200mm.
Due to the control needed, 6 thrusters were needed, two vertical and 4
horizontal; allowing movement in all 3 axes and rotation in 2. These were
designed in to give maximum moment for fast rotations and to not obscure the
camera tube. Two battery tubes were designed in to keep the loading
symmetrical while not using up precious central room inside (the two vertical
thrusters needed to be central). These were also placed low on the design to
help stability and for easy access.
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FIGURE 3: THE FIRST SKETCHES OF THE DESIGN AND LIST OF COMPONENTS
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3.3.

MOTOR

UNITS
Due to the number of moving parts, the motor units were identified as areas of
high complexity and ultimately risk. As discussed earlier, a shaft-type seal was
selected, prototyped and tested however this only gave a way of taking rotary
motion of the shaft outside a sealed casing; the rest of the unit had not been
designed.
Key to the size of the motor units was motor size and power and so 3 types of
motor were considered:

Advantages

Brushed

Brushless-Outrunner

•
•
•

•
•

•

Disadvantages

•
•
•
•

Cheap
Easy to drive
Two wire
operation
Easy to
mount
Low torque
Large
Inefficient
Hard to find
moderate
quality
motors

•
•
•
•
•
•

High torque
Easy digital
control
Often no need for
shaft adapters
Better made
Efficient
Expensive
Motor controllers
needed
Cannot be
controlled with
PWM

Brushless-Inrunner
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

Faster speeds
Easy to mount
Easy digital
control
Efficient

Very
Expensive
Motor
controllers
needed
Low torque
Too higher
speed

To simplify the design, brushed type motors were chosen and the 238-9715
motor from RS was selected because of its low speed, good voltage range and,
more importantly, its small size.
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FIGURE 3: A LABELED RENDER OF THE MODEL OF THE MOTOR UNIT SHOWING THE
VARIOUS COMPONENTS OF THE UNIT

These motors have a diameter of 28mm, meaning that they just fit inside 32mm
water pipe. Two 32mm end caps with a pipe coupler were sourced and the barrel
of one was trimmed to reduce the overall length. A disk of acrylic was cut, such
that it fitted inside the pipe coupler, against the wall that divided the two halves,
which had the three holes the motor required. The assembly was then bonded
using pipe cement. The actual end caps had holes of suitable size (one for the
grommet and one for the wires) drilled into them. The front cap and shaft seal
were filled with grease to stop water inclusion.
This design was tested in a water-bath and proved to deliver sufficient thrust and
a strong water seal.
Several methods of mounting these units in the ducting tubes were considered:
fins of plastic along the flow, with the units glued to one end of the fins;
alignment rings, laser cut from plastic which the motor units sat in with small
bridges going from the outer tube size ring to the motor units or screws inwards
from the tube clamping the units in place. The latter two were chosen for tests
however the lasercut ring proved problematic due to its large area, blocking
precious flow. The pipes were also found to be too irregular to allow these rings
to be stiff. Subsequently the screw method was chosen.
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3.4.

CONTROL

The specification states “The system must be controllable through a simple
interface, either on computer or on a stand alone controller.” For this purpose, a
wire link was designed in, as the practicalities of wireless links underwater were
beyond the scope of this project. The system, however, needed a control
distance of several tens of meters, should it be needed, but at minimum 5m with
relatively high speeds and good error rejection. This ruled out plain RS-232 1 or
TTL style serial ports2 or a protocol such as SPI3 or I2C4 as they have limitations in
terms of distance before the connection becomes unreliable. Low voltage
differential signals (two signalling conductors carrying the inverse signal from
each other, often twisted together) allow communications reliably over distances
of kilometres, even in harsh electrical environments. The RS-485 protocol 5 allows
communication at 100Kbits/s over distances of up to 1.2Km, a staggering speed
for such long distances. The control of the device would be relatively simple, as
no imagery, just simple motor commands would be exchanged, so such a speed
would be ample for vehicle control.
There are various different ways of implementing a serial connection to
exchange information (the RS-485 only provides the hardware layer of this),
some pre-designed and the option to design one from scratch, the options are
considered in the following table:

Advantages

CAN bus

Original design

•

•
•

•

Disadvantage
s

•
•
•
•
•

Dedicated hardware built
into several
micro-controllers.
Pre-written packet
structure.
Collision detection inbuilt.
Checksum built in.
Inflexible packet length.
Inflexible software
implementation.
Big packet overheads
(50% overheads).

•

•
•
•

Flexible packet types.
Low-overheads on data
stream.
Full protocol designed in one.

Huge amount of time to
develop.
Low verifiable reliability.
No collision detection.

1 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RS-232
2 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transistor%E2%80%93transistor_logic
3 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Serial_Peripheral_Interface_Bus
4 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/I2C
5 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RS-485
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Due to the strength of the CAN protocol and the complexity in making a new
protocol, CAN was chosen to communicate between controller and vehicle.
The CAN protocol was created by Robert Bosch as a way of making a network
internal to cars which did not rely on a computer for it to function; CAN is now
used in nearly all cars. The physical layer of CAN is a low voltage differential
signal, end terminated with 120Ω resistor. The signal supports various voltage
levels but often has swing of 2.5V, 0 to 5V. This allows simple compatibility with
5V circuits, the norm when the bus was specified. The advantage of a differential
signal is that, if the conductors are kept close (they are often twisted together in
cables), the noise and interference they pick up is usually very similar on both
wires, so a simple measure of the differential between the two gives a signal
which is virtually noise free.
The CAN protocol provides a reliable method of sending single packets with a
unique identifier, used as a sort of address or message ID. As the bus is closed
for this project, this is largely irrelevant and would be used as an address if it
were to be used. The packets are described in Table 3-1.
This protocol provides for packets up to 8 bytes, enough for these purposes,
considering all the error checking and addressing is built in.
To keep the application layer protocol simple a text/binary hybrid protocol was
specified. This would be implemented in software relatively primitively: with a
series of switch cases. The packet format and particular message types were
designed as specified in Table 3-2. As shown, the protocol consists of a single
uppercase letter in byte 0, describing what the contents and the meaning of the
message is. The first value (byte 1) is often the motor the packet describes, and
the second is a timeout (ignored if set to 0) after which the motor or pertinent
action is switched off, this is given in units 0.1s, to allow longer times and
reasonably fine control, without needing too much space in the packet.
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1.1. ELECTRONICS
3.4.1.

CONTROLLER

The task of controlling the vehicle is a relatively simple one but a few
requirements must be met: it must have the provision of issuing control signals
for the 6 motors; be able to fit into the command tube; communicate on the CAN
bus or something similar; control a few servos for the camera, should that be
needed; be simply programmable. Several different systems were considered,
with Table 3-3 showing the advantages and disadvantages of the main
considered options: Arduino6, mbed7 and Picaxe8.
Arduino

Mbed

Picaxe

Advantages

• Fairly cheap.
• Very good
online support.
• Easy to
program.
• Good
connectivity.
• PWM
hardware built in
and easy to use.
• C language
based.

• Good online
support.
• Easy to
program.
• Powerful.
• Inbuilt CAN.
• Inbuilt PWM.
• Several other
hardware
peripherals.
• C++
language based.

• Cheap.
• Programming
equipment
readily
available.
• PWM present
in some
models.
• Bigger pin
counts in some
models.

Disadvantages

• No CAN built
in.
• Un-reliable
programming
environment.
• Fairly low pin
count.
• Potential large
size.

• Expensive.
• Limiting pin
count.

• No CAN built
in.
• Lack of
connectivity.
• Poor
programming
tools.
• Low power.
• Little online
support.
• BASIC-langua
ge based.

The
mbed
prototyping
system
was chosen
for a few main reasons: ease of
TABLE
3: SELECTION
TABLE
FOR VARIOUS
MICROCONTROLLERS
programming, including the powerful C++ language and the inclusion of the CAN

6 http://arduino.cc
7 http://mbed.org
8 http://www.picaxe.com
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module, which meant implementing a long distance link was trivial. This system
has 6 PWM outputs, 6 analog inputs, 3 serial ports, 2 CAN ports, 2 I2C ports, 2
SPI ports, 32Kbytes of RAM, 512Kbytes of Flash, Ethernet and runs at 96MHz; a
little overpowered for such an application, however it provides all of the features
needed and plenty of room for any future expansion. Also the USB serial link
allows the same system to be used on the ground for control.

3.4.2.

MOTOR DRIVERS

The motors are relatively low power, so the available L293D H-bridge integrated
circuit should be sufficient, allowing two motors to be driven from each chip. The
motor drivers have the provision to be controlled in a more analog way, through
the method of pulse width modulation (PWM), a system where the output is
controlled by periods of on time followed by off time, with an on-time/off-time
proportion controlling the output, as figure 3-7 shows. Many microcontroller
solutions integrate PWM hardware modules or timers with linked digital pins
which enable extremely easy implementation of said technique. This control
signal is put into the “enable” pin, which is individual to each pair of half bridges,
which are put together to make one full bridge on each side of the chip. Both half
bridges have a control signal which allows one to select high or low outputs,
although these are in reality fed through a series of logic allowing both breaking
(placing both halves of the bridge at the same level, shorting the terminals) and
coasting (both halves put into a high impedance mode, so the motor is
effectively unconnected) functions. Due to the lack of digital pins and the use of
the enable pins meant a 6 channel NOT gate was needed. This meant that two
pins were required for each motor: speed and direction, a highly convenient
setup.

FIGURE 3: A DIAGRAM EXPLANING PULSE WIDTH MODULATION
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3.5.

SYSTEM

DIAGRAM

FIGURE 3: A HIGH LEVEL ELECTRONICS SYSTEM DIAGRAM
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4.MAKING AND MODELLING
4.1.

FRAME DESIGN

The frame and most of the hardware was designed in SolidWorks 2011, an
extremely powerful 3D CAD package. SolidWorks is a feature based modelling
package, meaning that the models are stored as the steps (extrusions, cuts,
chamfers) taken to get to the model, rather than the coordinates themselves.
This method means that one can change a part of the design which was
incorporated earlier, without having to work around the subsequent changes. It is
also parametric, meaning that any change in dimensions on the sketches drive
changes in the actual geometry in the object, meaning continuous re-design is
an option; extremely useful when one is working with off-the-shelf parts. Along
the way several renders (both photo-realistic and basic) were taken of the
design, to give an indication of the design process.
The entire vehicle was designed from start to finish before any manufacturing
was done, mainly so that everything could be known to fit. This was important
due to the long times to cut the 8mm acrylic chosen for the main frame, and its
relative expense. Using a sophisticated CAD package allowed the design to be
inspected before manufacture, giving confidence that it would work as alignment
and fits could be tested exactly.

4.1.1.

PROGRESS RENDERS

FIGURE 4: A BASIC RENDER FROM 27/09/2011

At this stage the very basic frame has been designed, with holes at the back and
front for the lateral thrusters and the key-joints for the thruster tube brackets.
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FIGURE 4: A BASIC RENDER FROM 27/09/2011

Here an early design of the internal thruster brackets are added.

FIGURE 4: A BASIC RENDER FROM 29/09/2011

The top and bottom sheets have been designed and added, as well as handles
and attachment points in the side frames.
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FIGURE 4: A BASIC RENDER FROM 04/10/2011

The sides have been coloured orange, battery and command tubes added and a
provisional inner tube bracket.

FIGURE 4: A PHOTO RENDER FROM 04/10/2011

A photo render version of the previous picture.
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FIGURE 4: A PHOTO RENDER FROM 14/11/2011

The inner tube brackets have been redesigned with fixing clips and holes for
connectors to run through. End caps have been added to the command tube.

FIGURE 4: A PHOTO RENDER FROM 24/11/2011

Tubes have been added to the brackets and drive units inside those and the
method of sealing around the camera tube has changed, along with the addition
of support studding at the front.
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FIGURE 4: A BASIC RENDER FROM 30/11/2011

FIGURE 4: A PHOTO RENDER FROM 23/04/2012

Similar to previous renders, small details adjusted. Connector holes added to
main frame components.
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4.2.

ELECTRONICS

DESIGN
Certain electronics circuits were required for the operation of the vehicle. Due to
size restrictions and the advantages of modularity, these circuits were divided
into two sections: control and motor drivers. This allowed the two parts to be
tested and designed separately and meant that, should one part prove faulty or
wrongly designed, it could be remade without the other half being affected. The
physical constraints of the chosen control tube meant the circuit board had to fit
within a 65mm diameter circle, a difficult challenge, especially as the mbed
module was 50mm long and 26mm wide. The two boards were designed to have
linking headers so the two could be plugged together and separated at will.
These connections comprised of 4 connectors: three motor signal connections,
each with signals for 2 motors, a 3.3V logic supply, a battery power connection
and a “ground” level. The other connector was just battery and was used to
power the control board. The boards were designed on Eagle CAD using its free
license. Once the schematic had been drawn, it was imported into the layout
tool. The layouts show the bottom side tracks and pads in blue and green and
the jumper wires in red. The jumper wires were an unfortunate necessity
because, although the design would have fitted better on a two sided board the
complexity in producing such a board given the limited facilities was not worth
the fairly modest gains in doing so.

FIGURE 4: THE CONTROL BOARD SCHEMATIC
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FIGURE 4: THE MOTOR DRIVER BOARD SCHEMATIC

FIGURE 4: THE MOTOR DRIVER
BOARD LAYOUT
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FIGURE 4: THE CONTROL BOARD
LAYOUT

4.3.

MANUFACTURE

OF FRAME
The individual components that were to be laser cut were imported into separate
2D sketch in SolidWorks and scaled to 1:1. These sketches were exported as
DXFs which were then imported into 2D Design where they were located within
the cutter-bed-sized sheet. The thicker pieces were cut into 7.8mm clear acrylic
which required several cuts: 2 cuts of all the geometry and 1 cut of just curves
(In this design they were all circles). This was because the cutter’s software was
poorly designed so that speed limits were imposed on x and y but not on overall
cutter speed so that, when told to go at 45 degrees across the bed, it travelled at
~1.4 times the speed it would usually do across. Acrylic was used because of its
low cost, availability and good results using the laser cutter. Polycarbonate was
tested but the cutting of it proved problematic: it merely burnt. The list of cut
parts follow:
Part

Quantity

Thickness

Time for cut

Sides

2

7.8mm

01:30

Bulkheads

2

7.8mm

00:50

Tube supports

2

3mm

00:15

Sheets

2

3mm

00:20

Tube support
clamps

12

3mm

00:05

Duct supports

24

3mm

00:05

Bulkheads

6

3mm

00:05

FIGURE 4: THE LASER CUTTER USED IN MANUFACTURE.

FIGURE 4:2D DRAWING – IN ORDER: THE SHEETS, THE TWO TYPES OF MOTOR
BRACKET, THE BULKHEAD AND THE INTERNAL TUBE SUPPORT FRAME.
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FIGURE 4: 2D DRAWING - THE SIDE FRAME AND
INTERNAL TUBE CLIPS

4.4.

MANUFACTURE

OF MOTOR UNITS
The motor unit housing were made from 32mm plumbing fittings: two screw end
caps and a coupler. These were sourced from a local hardware shop and were
modified on a lathe. The lathe was used to drill the removable cap piece with the
holes through which the shaft and wires would pass. Half of the static pieces (the
front end cap in Figure 3-6) were cut short, to 20mm barrel to shorten the overall
module. After this the laser cut bulkheads were placed into the couplers and the
shortened end caps glued in place above them, followed by the bottom end caps.

FIGURE 4: A PHOTO OF THE END CAP HOLES BEING CUT WITH A CENTRE DRILL.

In the loose part of each of the front caps, a 17mm hole was drilled and a
17-5.5mm grommet was installed into the hole. A 13mm piece of 5.5mm plastic
rod, with a 3mm hole was placed in the grommets opening. A 2.3 - 3mm shaft
adapter was bolted onto the motor shaft and a 67mm long stainless steel 3mm
shaft secured on the other side of this. The back of the front end cap assembly
was filled with grease, the motor installed and the end caps screwed shut.
The connections to the motor were through spade terminals, bent in such a way
that they laid as flat as possible against the back of the motor (to leave room for
the cable ends) while not interfering with each other or the motor.
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4.5.

MANUFACTURE

OF CABLES
There were 3 sets of cables required in the vehicle:6 motor-to-controller cables, 2
battery-to-controller cables and 1 controller-to-surface cable. The internal cables
were made up from a high quality red PVC coated cable. This cable featured 2
balanced 24AWG copper conductors in a twisted pair and featured a copper braid
screen and cotton strain relief. The two conductors were used to carry the two
needed motor power lines or the battery positive and negative connections.
Cable ties secured around the end of the plastic sleeve were used to provide
strain relief. For the manufacture of both the motor and battery cables, these
early steps were followed: A short section of the insulation was stripped, the
shielding cut away then the wires separated and stripped.

4.5.1.

MOTOR CABLES

These cables required on one end a set of two
specially modified crimp spade terminals and
on the other two molex crimp pins. These
cables were made 400mm in length.

4.5.2.

BATTERY CABLES

These cables were required to have tinned
exposed contacts suitable for connection to
screw terminals and further spade terminals
for battery pack connections. These were
insulated by a surround of heat shrink, left
un-shrunk around the spade, to avoid any
shorts.

4.5.3.

FIGURE 4: MODIFIED SPADE
TERMINALS

UMBILICAL

The umbilical was required to be fairly long, as the specification states:
“The system must be controllable over a cable of up to 50m.”
To keep costs down, a standard 30m Ethernet cable was procured. Although this
length is not sufficient for control over 50m, the standards on which the control is
based is easily capable of this and such lengths were not required for practical
use. This cable consisted of 8 conductors arranged in 4 twisted pairs, loosely
contained within a plastic sheath, an arrangement which had both advantages
and disadvantages: the twisted pairs allowed hardware conformity for the
CAN-bus which uses differential pairs however the cable was of poor quality and
water leaks were a major concern. The ends were furnished with molex crimps
for attachment to the shore and vehicle side control boards. The twisted pairs
would also allow the transmission of an analog camera signal for survey if so
required.
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4.6.

MANUFACTURE

OF BATTERY PACKS
The battery tubes were too small to allow the use of battery clips and a free
standing- custom clip within the 32mm tube proved overly complicated. The
battery packs were thus constructed by soldering wires between cells. C cells
were used for their close fit to the 32mm tube and large capacity and 3 were put
into each battery tubes, making an output voltage of a nominal 4.5V.

FIGURE 4: BATTERY WITH WIRE
SOLDERED ONTO IT
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FIGURE 4: TWO BATTERIES CONNECTED

4.7.

MANUFACTURE

OF CONTROL TUBE
The control tube was made from a short length of aluminium drain pipe which
had a diameter of 78mm. This was cut carefully and the inside was then sprayed
in a layer of varnish, to help alleviate the risk of electrical shorts. This was
capped at both ends by a solid plastic end cap, machined from a large cylinder of
Delrin (acytile) plastic. For each cap the machining took place in several stages:
firstly the block was narrowed to a suitable diameter and the sealing surface, the
inner surface and sealing grove and central hole was cut in a lathe, the piece
was then parted from the block. Next the cap was then mounted in the other
direction, with inside face into the chuck and the end face re-surfaced to form a
flat, even surface. After this, the cap was mounted centrally on a rotary table on
a milling machine, where a centring drill was used to mark two holes at 180° and
symmetrically 20mm from the centre. These were then drilled again using a
6mm drill bit. The pieces were then re-mounted using the two new holes (to lock
the piece to the rotation of the rotary table) and a further 5 holes were then
drilled, 4 of which were all the way through and were at 120°s to each other and
another was between two. This hole was in one cap drilled blind to around 15mm
with a 3.5mm drill and later tapped while in the other cut all the way through
with a 4mm drill and later had a counter-bore let into it of diameter 8mm using
an end mill. These holes allowed the two end caps to be joined together with an
M4 cap head screw, a screw joiner and a small length of studding.

FIGURE 4: THE INITAL NARROWING ON THE
LATHE

FIGURE 4: MID PARTING
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FIGURE 4: THE END CAP TAKING SHAPE

FIGURE 4: DRILLING THE CABLE ENTRY
HOLES

4.8.

MANUFACTURE

OF ELECTRONICS
PCB manufacture was done in house using a photolithographic method, the two
boards being produced separately. To start with the copper design was printed
onto translucent Mylar sheet in a laser printer, this was then placed onto a cut
piece of photo-epoxy coated copper clad fibreglass sheet and exposed to a
strong UV light for 2 minutes. The board was then developed for 15 seconds,
washed (which left a covering of epoxy over the region that was to have copper
in the end) and then etched in ferric chloride for 15 minutes. This was washed
again and the remaining epoxy removed. Drilling was done with a small,
high-speed pillar drill with 0.7 and 1mm drills. The jumpers were made using
single core wire, stripped at both ends. The mbed module was held in place with
low insertion force socket, usually used for ICs, but cut in half lengthways to
allow for the wider than usual footprint of the device. The inter-board connectors
were just normal female 2.54mm header and any wire-to-board connectors were
Molex 2.54mm connectors. The motors half of the inter board connection was
fairly crude and consisted of two pieces of male header soldered end on end. If
more time had been available, this would have been replaced by a piece of stack
header which is effectively the same. This solution, however, is very secure and
is adequate for the limited number of mates required for this board, as the two
boards are not designed for regular separation.

FIGURE 4: THE MOTOR DRIVER BOARD FROM THE TOP
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FIGURE 4: THE CONTROLLER BOARD FROM THE TOP

FIGURE 4: THE BOTTOM OF THE DRIVER BOARD
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FIGURE 4: THE
CONNECTIONS BETWEEN
THE TWO BOARDS

4.9.

SOFTWARE

The software was written on the online mbed site in the C++ language. A library
was written for control of the motors to make the software simpler to write and
to allow more stability. The library also allowed the software to be started before
the PCB was fully designed or even the motor driving method decided. The
software made use of the mbed provided CAN-bus library and a large switch
statement to parse the commands. The code is in Appendix 1.

4.10.

ASSEMBLY

The
vehicle
assembled
stages
to test fit, functionality and for any
FIGURE
4: ANwas
EXPLODED
VIEWin
OFvarious
THE CAD
DESIGN
more required components. The initial assembly was just of the frame to verify
the design and manufacture, this proved to be largely flawless with the exception
of a few nut locators, which proved to be of a size slightly too large, so that the
nuts rotated with the bolts while being tightened. Although made assembling the
vehicle slightly more challenging, this was only marginal and did not prove to be
such a hindrance that the pieces needed to be re-cut.
The second assembly was for fitting the motor ducting tubes and motor units to
test the lengths of cable need and to work out the best arrangement of
connections going into the control tube end caps.
The vehicle was then disassembled and the cables sealed into the end caps’
holes then reassembled for the final time, with care taken to align the motors
centrally in the ducting tubes.
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4.11.

SET

BACKS
While manufacture and construction were ongoing, a few set backs were hit:
Firstly several of the motor brackets (cut to specifically fit the ducting tubes)
proved to be a little small due to the steps the laser cutter uses to cut the circles,
meaning they had to be sanded outwards using a rotary drum sanding machine.
Also, while in storage between sessions it was unfortunately knocked off a table,
which caused the side piece to shatter. This was repaired carefully using Tensol
70 acrylic glue, which sets to form solid, clear acrylic, meaning the piece’s
structural strength was not overly affected.
During planning, connectors were envisaged to connect various components and
allow the easy deconstruction of the vehicle and so a plug and socket of both 2
and 12 conductor specifications were sourced from the Bulgin Buccaneer 400
series however, unfortunately, due to
some eccentricities in the naming protocol
of the company the connectors did not fit
together. Due to this features marginal
usefulness and large expense of the entire
installation, the connector feature was
abandoned.
Time limits prevented a fully featured
remote control interface to be made so
the device pictured in figure 4-29 was
used, using a USB serial port and the
windows “HyperTerminal” program, a
functional solution.
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FIGURE 4: THE TEMPORARY VEHICLE-PC
INTERFACE SETUP, ALSO AN EARLY
PROTOTYPE OF THE CAN
COMUNICATION, ANOTHER SIMILAR
BOARD WAS MADE AND THE

4.12.

TESTING

Several testing sessions were undertaken to insure neutral buoyancy,
waterproofing and functionality. Unfortunately all of these were undertaken in a
household bath due to local water restrictions in place for the last stages of the
project. Due to the dangerous mixes of water, electricity and expensive
equipment only one session could be photographed, using a splash proof
camera. The buoyancy was adjusted using lead and polystyrene “blue foam”
attached to the frame.

FIGURE 4: THE FRONT VERTICAL THRUSTER SPINS UP IN
INDIVIDUAL MOTOR TESTS

FIGURE 4: WATER LEAK TEST
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FIGURE 4: INITIAL IMMERCION

FIGURE 5: THE VEHICLE BEFORE ITS FIRST WATER TESTS
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5.CONCLUSIONS AND EVALUATIONS
5.1.

FINISHED

5.2.

BOM

Component

VEHICLE

AND COSTING
Source
(Store)

Unit cost (In
GBPS)

Quantit
y

Running total

(as a
fraction
of a
whole)

8mm clear acrylic
sheet

The Plastic
People

£

24.04

1

£

3mm clear acrylic
sheet

The Plastic
People

£

9.65

1

£

33.69

30m Ethernet
cable

Amazon UK

£

3.40

1

£

37.09

2 core balanced
patch 100m

Farnell

£

0.03

£

40.34

Female Crimp
terminal

Farnell

£

0.40

16

£

46.74

Male Crimp
terminal

Farnell

£

0.31

4

£

47.98

mbed Module

RS

£

39.00

1

£

86.98

DC Motor

RS

£

3.92

6

£

110.50

CAN tranceiver

RS

£0.64

2

£

111.78

Electronics
components

In stock

£2

1

£

113.78

68mm Drain pipe

Screwfix

£30.55

0.15

£

118.36

32mm pipe

Screwfix

£19.90

0.05

£

119.36

FloPlast ABS
Access Plugs

Screwfix

£3.86

4

£

134.80

FloPlast ABS Pipe
Couplers

Screwfix

£3.86

2

£

142.52
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108.37

24.04

Brass Rod

RS

£24.49

0.5

£

154.76

PCB material

RS

£4.60

1

£

159.36

Impellers

HobbyKing

£2.95

6

£

177.06

Fixing hardware

In stock

£5

1

£

182.06

Total

£

182.06
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5.3.

SPECIFICATION

TEST

•

The system must be able to go down to around 5m depth underwater.
The system was not tested down to this depth due to lack of access
to a 5m tank, but it proved waterproof down to 0.5m and showed no
signs of leaking. There is no reason why it would fail at a depth as
little as 5m.

•

The system must be able to carry a camera with it and must have a big
enough field of view for a panning system to be useful, should it be
installed.
The tube at the front was carefully designed in and could easily
carry a camera suitable and an optional panning system. The
electronics also allows the wiring in of an analog video feed.

•

The system must be able to move agilely in any direction to allow good
control as to the direction of any equipment attached.
The six thrusters provide the vehicle with extremely good
manuverability and allow the vehicle to be put in any attitude the
camera operator or vehicle might desire.

•

The system must carry its own batteries, to reduce cable thickness,
allowing thrusters to have a more direct effect on the orientation of the
device and to stop the cable pulling the device around or being
susceptible to currents in the water.
The cable is very light and flexible and the small quantity and
thickness of conductors needed means that an even thinner wire
could be used. The batteries allow the device to function for a
reasonable time.

•

Any CNC cut sheet components must be producible from maximum of
610x310mm sheets due to the limitations of available laser cutter size.
All pieces fitted within this build envelope.

•

The system must weigh less than 10kg and must be small enough to be
carried by a single person.
The system met this weight restraint and was fairly easy to carry,
especially with the inbuilt handles.

•

The system must utilise “off the shelf components” as much as possible,
while keeping costs down.
All the motor units and the battery tubes were made from mostly off
the shelf components. The entire project was only £164.36 for
materials, a fairly modest amount.

•

The system must be controllable through a simple interface, either on
computer or on a standalone controller.
The system was controlled by another mbed connected to a
computer with a serial port or a USB CAN interface.
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•

The system must have total component costs of less than £400.
The overall component cost of £164.36.

•

The system must have enough space within a waterproof space for basic
control electronics.
The controller tube holds simple electronics however it could easily
hold a more complex system.

•

The system must be controllable over a cable of up to 50m.
The CAN-bus allows control over cables of up to 1Km.

5.4.

ANALYSIS

OF DESIGN
The design was of fairly high complexity and fitted together well. Although the
majority of the design worked flawlessly, some slight flaws which presented
themselves during assembly and testing. In particular the motor brackets had a
tendency to snap from the base, meaning that some of the ducting tubes were
fairly fragile and difficult to install. The outside drive ducting tubes proved to be
a little inconvenient especially during assembly, it didn’t allow the vehicle to be
rested on its side.
The general assembly was fairly tricky due to the small amount of free space
inside and around the components. The design also offered very little expansion
space for more electronics or mechanics, except in the front tube which was not
utilised in the build.
The cutting time of the side pieces and bulk heads was off putting and would
stop this design being producible in a medium volume production: however a
different design attitude would have been taken had that been the case.

5.5.

INDEPENDENT

EVALUATION
****, a mechanical engineer, was asked to evaluate the project and made some
insightful comments regarding both the strengths and weaknesses of the vehicle.
Firstly he was very positive about the strength of design and construction of the
vehicle and said it was innovative especially in its use of off-the-shelf
components. He highlighted a potential weakness in the power of the thrusters,
specifically in flowing water, where it might have trouble staying stationary: “I
have some doubts about the strength of the thrusters”. He was impressed by the
“manoeuvrability inbuilt with those thrusters” in the number designed into such
a small volume. He also commented that the frame should have been brighter
and opaque, something that had been dismissed due to the unfortunate difficulty
in sourcing non-clear/colourless acrylic in an 8mm thickness. Overall he seemed
impressed with the build quality and use of manufacturing processes available.

5.6.
FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS
The most desired improvement for the vehicle would be to implement the
camera tube, adding a digital camera with some mechanism to take photos on
command and stream back a live view. This would allow the vehicle to be used
for several more applications with a much more serious basis.
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Before many more improvements could be added, the frame and drive system
would have to be enlarged to give a higher volume of space to fit equipment in,
especially electronics, which prove to take up large quantities of space in the
current design. This would allow an element of autonomy to be added to the
computer systems and the implementation of an Ethernet network link to the
surface. Such a link would allow multiple cameras to send their images at a high
resolution to the surface over the same connection as the vehicle’s control
signals over a standard CAT5e cable.
A vehicle wide network and hardware attachment points for actuators or more
sensors would give a huge amount of flexibility to the design but would add
complexity outside the price and time restrictions this project was appointed.
If this project was to be manufactured in a medium volume, commercial scale a
few design modifications would be desirable:
Although the plastic frame is easy to assemble, some of the limitations in terms
of accessibility make servicing difficult, especially with its relatively small size: a
slightly different frame construction might make this task quicker and more
reliable. It should also be noted that the acrylic the frame was constructed from
was extremely brittle and prone to fracture so the material would best be
replaced if a similarly inexpensive way of machining it were found. The addition
of connectors to the wiring would ease connections and replacements of motor
units and any other auxiliary systems. The replacement of motor seals with
magnetically coupled motors would give the units a much higher reliability,
although would push the cost of the unit up significantly.
A well built and robust independent controller would have made the use of the
device slightly more practical in the field, especially if it included a small screen
for the camera, however this would have been beyond the scope of this project.

5.7.

CONCLUSION

The project was an overall success and achieved its aims well. It stuck to the
specification and delivered a highly complex system for such a low cost. The
mechanical design was very successful and allowed good modularity for the
subsidiary pieces. Although the project has much scope for future expansion, it
performs well and meets the projects aims.
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6.BIBLIOGRAPHY
Several online resources were used in this project and they are listed here, any
pictures from other websites are acknowledged bellow the photo:
RS Website

uk.rs-online.com
Accessed 09/05/2012 - Many components sourced from this website

Farnell

uk.farnell.com
Accessed 09/05/2012 - Many components sourced from this website

Wikipedia

en.wikipedia.org
Accessed 09/05/2012 - A brilliant, near universal encyclopaedia
where much of the research on protocols was done

Mbed

mbed.org
Accessed 09/05/2012 - This online tool allows easy programming of
the mbed modules through USB file transfer.

CMOS logic catalog Book
Provided a quick lookup of prospective logic devices for the motor
driver.
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7.APPENDIX 1: CODE
7.1.

MAIN.CPP
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#include "mbed.h"
#include "motor.h"

#define LatFront

0

#define VertFront

1

#define DriveLeft

2

#define DriveRight

3

#define VertBack

4

#define LatBack

5

#define Forward

0

#define Backward

1

#define Up

0

#define Down

1

#define Right

0

#define Left

1

void setKill(float time);
void motorKill();

DigitalOut myled(LED1);
Motor motors[] =
{Motor(p21,p14),Motor(p25,p28),Motor(p22,p13),Motor(p26,p27),Motor(p24,p11),Motor(p23,p12)};//Latfront,vertf
ront,driveleft,driveright,vertback,latback
/*Motor LatFront(p21, p14);
Motor LatBack(p23,p12);
Motor VertFront(p25,p28);
Motor VertBack(p24,p11);
Motor DriveLeft(p22,p13);
Motor DriveRight(p26,p27);*/
BusOut leds(LED2,LED3,LED4);
CAN can(p30, p29);
Timeout KillAll;

int main() {

while (1) {
CANMessage msg;
if (can.read(msg)) {
printf("Message received: %d\n", msg.data[0]);
int classN = -1;
if (msg.data[7] == 'A') {
int motorA = -1;
int motorB = -1;
int dircA = -1;
int dircB = -1;
switch (msg.data[0]) {
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case 'S':
for (int i = 0; i < 6; i++) {
motors[i].stop();
}
break;
case 'V':
if (msg.data[1] <= 6 && msg.data[1] != 0) {
motors[msg.data[1]-1].setSpeed(float(msg.data[2])/255);
motors[msg.data[1]-1].start();
}

break;
case 'U':
case 'D':
case 'L':
case 'R':
case 'F':
case 'B':
case '6':
case '4':
case '8':
case '2':

switch (msg.data[0]) {
case 'U':
motorA = VertFront;
motorB = VertBack;
dircA = Up;
dircB = Up;
break;

case 'D':
motorA = VertFront;
motorB = VertBack;
dircA = Down;
dircB = Down;
break;

case 'L':
motorA = LatFront;
motorB = LatBack;
dircA = Left;
dircB = Left;
break;

case 'R':
motorA = LatFront;
motorB = LatBack;
dircA = Right;
dircB = Right;
break;
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case 'F':
motorA = DriveLeft;
motorB = DriveRight;
dircA = Forward;
dircB = Forward;
break;

case 'B':
motorA = DriveLeft;
motorB = DriveRight;
dircA = Backward;
dircB = Backward;
break;

case '6':
motorA = LatFront;
motorB = LatBack;
dircA = Right;
dircB = Left;
break;

case '4':
motorA = LatFront;
motorB = LatBack;
dircA = Left;
dircB = Right;
break;

case '8':
motorA = VertFront;
motorB = VertBack;
dircA = Down;
dircB = Up;
break;

case '2':
motorA = VertFront;
motorB = VertBack;
dircA = Up;
dircB = Down;
break;

default:
motorA = -1;
motorB = -1;
dircA = -1;
dircB = -1;
break;
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}
if (motorA != -1 && dircB != -1) {

float speed = float(msg.data[1])/255;
motors[motorA].setDirection(dircA);
motors[motorA].setSpeed(speed);
motors[motorB].setDirection(dircB);
motors[motorB].setSpeed(speed);
motors[motorA].start();
motors[motorB].start();
}
if (msg.data[5] == 'T') {
setKill(float(msg.data[6])/10);
}
break;

}

}

myled = myled;
int temp = int(msg.data[0]);
leds = temp & 0x7;
}
//LatFront.setSpeed(float(i)*0.1);
//LatFront.start();
//LatFront.setDirection(dirc);
//myled = dirc;
wait(1);
//dirc = !dirc;

}
}

void setKill(float time) {
KillAll.attach(&motorKill,time);
}

void motorKill() {
for (int i = 0; i < 6; i++) {
motors[i].setSpeed(0);
motors[i].stop();

}
}
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7.2.

MOTOR.H

#ifndef MOTOR_H
#define MOTOR_H
#include "mbed.h"

class Motor {
public:
Motor(PinName ampp, PinName dircp);
void setSpeed(float speedi);
void setDirection(bool direci);
void stop();
void start();
float getSpeed();
bool getDirection();
void invert();
void refresh();

private:
DigitalOut dirc;
PwmOut amp;
float speed;
bool direction;
bool invertv;
bool going;
float pwmOut;

};

#endif

7.3.

MOTOR.CPP

#include "motor.h"
#include "mbed.h"

Motor::Motor(PinName ampp, PinName dircp) : amp(ampp), dirc(dircp)
{
speed = 0;
direction = 0;
going = 0;
invertv = 0;
refresh();
}

void Motor::setSpeed(float speedi)
{
speed = speedi;
refresh();
}
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void Motor::setDirection(bool direci)
{
direction = direci;
refresh();
}
void Motor::stop()
{
going = 0;
refresh();
}
void Motor::start()
{
going = 1;
refresh();
}
float Motor::getSpeed()
{
return speed;
}
bool Motor::getDirection()
{
return direction;
}
void Motor::invert()
{
invertv = !invertv;
}
void Motor::refresh()
{
pwmOut = float(going) * speed;
amp = pwmOut;
if(invertv) dirc = !direction;
else dirc = direction;
dirc = direction^invertv;
}
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